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Abstract
We present a model of supersymmetry breaking which produces gaugino masses and
negligible scalar masses at a high scale. The model is inspired by “deconstructing”
or “latticizing” models in extra dimensions where supersymmetry breaking and visible
matter are spatially separated. We find a simple four-dimensional model which only
requires two lattice sites (or gauge groups) to reproduce the phenomenology.
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1 Introduction
Gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking [1] (GMSB) with a messenger scale
much lower than the Planck scale is an elegant solution to the supersymmetric
(SUSY) flavor problem. It relies on the fact that standard model (SM) gauge
couplings are flavor universal and therefore all gauge-loop contributions to
soft masses produce a degenerate spectrum.
Gaugino mediated supersymmetry breaking (g˜MSB) [2] is another simple
solution to the SUSY flavor problem. It uses locality to forbid flavor violating
scalar masses by putting matter of the minimal supersymmetric standard
model (MSSM) on a brane separated in an extra dimension from a brane on
which SUSY is broken [3]. Putting gauge superfields in the bulk allows the
gauginos to acquire a mass from direct interactions with the SUSY-breaking
brane. The renormalization group (RG) is responsible for scalar masses at
the low scale and again it is the universality of gauge couplings which make
the generations degenerate.
In this letter, we describe a simple model of “deconstructed” gaugino
mediation. In [4, 5] it was shown that extra dimensional gauge theories
can be regularized by a lattice of gauge groups connected by “link” fields in
bifundamental representations of neighboring groups which break the “chain”
down to the diagonal subgroup. At low energies, these models look identical
to extra-dimensional theories as one finds the correct spectrum of Kaluza-
Klein modes. Using this framework, intuition gained from extra dimensions
can now be applied to constructing interesting four-dimensional theories [6,
7]. In [7], g˜MSB was translated into this language and shown to reproduce
the same spectrum, from a completely four-dimensional theory. Some of the
results of our paper overlap with [7].
We discuss a particularly simple version of deconstructed gaugino media-
tion with only two gauge groups in the chain. We examine the model in the
limit of Mmess ≫ v, where Mmess is the messenger scale and v is the scale at
which the chain is broken to the diagonal subgroup. We find that this allows
sufficient separation of SUSY breaking and MSSM matter fields to suppress
1
scalar masses as in gaugino mediation.
The model has a striking signature: gaugino masses unify at the GUT
scale whereas all MSSM scalar masses run to zero at an intermediate scale.
In the next section we describe the model and derive the superpartner
spectrum. In Section 3, we discuss threshold corrections to scalar masses
and show they are negligible compared to that from running. In Section 4
we show that gauge coupling unification is preserved in this model. The final
section is reserved for concluding remarks.
2 The model
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the model. Circles represent gauge groups,
lines fields charged under these gauge groups. The cross represents the sector
where supersymmetry is dynamically broken.
The model consists of a “visible” sector with the standard model gauge
group and the MSSM matter fields. The visible sector communicates with a
“hidden” sector gauge group through “link” fields which are charged under
both. We assume that SUSY is broken dynamically and SUSY breaking is
mediated to the hidden sector by messenger fields which carry hidden sector
gauge quantum numbers (see Figure 1).
A summary of the dynamics of the model, from the highest scale to the
lowest, is as follows: SUSY breaking is mediated to the hidden sector gauge
group at the scaleM , the mass of the messengers. At this scale, hidden sector
gauginos obtain a mass at one loop and the link chiral superfields pick up
masses at two loops. The MSSM fields also obtain SUSY breaking masses at
this scale, but they are suppressed by additional loop factors and are therefore
negligible. At the scale v the link fields get their vacuum expectation values
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(vevs) and break the visible and hidden sector gauge groups to diagonal
SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). The only fields lighter than this scale are the matter
and gauge fields of the MSSM.
The MSSM gauge fields and gauginos which remain after the symmetry
breaking are linear combinations of the visible and hidden sector fields. The
gauginos inherit a large SUSY breaking mass from their hidden component at
tree level. The MSSM scalar masses are suppressed by loop factors compared
to the gaugino mass at this scale, thus reproducing the pattern of soft masses
characteristic of gaugino mediation with compactification scale R−1 ↔ v.
We now present the model in detail. The visible sector gauge group is
Gvis = SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) (we discuss unification in Section 4). MSSM
matter fields are charged under this gauge group with the usual quantum
numbers. The hidden sector gauge group is SU(5)hid. Link fields L + L
transform as (5, 5) + (5, 5) under Gvis×SU(5)hid, where we use SU(5)-GUT
notation to denote the representations of Gvis. The messenger fields T + T
transform as 5 + 5 under SU(5)hid only. The superpotential is
W = WMSSM +XTT + S(
1
5
trLL− v2) + trLAL , (1)
where X = M + θ2F is the spurion which encapsulates the SUSY breaking
sector and A is an adjoint of SU(5)hid. Meanwhile, WMSSM is the usual
MSSM superpotential with Yukawa couplings and the µ-term. The second
term gives the messengers a SUSY violating mass when X is replaced by its
vev. The third term forces vevs for the links L, L at the scale v and breaks
Gvis×SU(5)hid to the diagonal SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). One linear combination
of the link fields get eaten by gauge fields of the broken generators and the
other gets a mass due to the fourth term. No light fields charged under the
MSSM gauge group remain at scales lower than v.
At the messenger scale M , the hidden gauginos get their masses at one
loop as in GMSB: mhid
1/2 = (αhid/4pi)(F/M) (we have assumed only one pair
of messengers). The link fields L, L get scalar masses at two loops. The
gauginos of Gvis are effectively massless at this scale (gaugino “screening”
[8]), and the leading contribution to scalar masses are four-loop diagrams
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such as the one in Figure 2(a).
Between the scales M and v, the soft terms run via the renormalization
group. The visible sector soft masses remain negligible if M >> v. In
principle, there could be a one-loop contribution to the MSSM scalar masses
from the hypercharge D-term, however the D-term vanishes at leading order
in our model because the link field scalar masses are universal.
At the scale v, Gvis×SU(5)hid is broken to the diagonal SU(3)×SU(2)×
U(1) ≡ GMSSM. The gauge couplings gi of the remaining groups are given
by 1/g2i = 1/(gi,vis)
2 + 1/(ghid)
2. One linear combination of the gauginos is
heavy due to the super-higgs mechanism. The light gaugino, λMSSM is the
linear combination
gvis√
g2vis + g
2
hid
λhid −
ghid√
g2vis + g
2
hid
λvis. (2)
The soft gaugino masses for the three MSSM gauge groups are
mi =
αi
αhid
mhid1/2 =
αi
4pi
F
M
(3)
which is identical to that expected from canonical GMSB.
As discussed, the scalar masses above the scale v are negligible. At the
threshold v small scalar masses are generated from integrating out the mas-
sive fields L, L and the heavy gaugino. The dominant contribution arises
from a one-loop diagram with gauginos and gives ∼ (α/4pi)(mhid
1/2)
2. This is
smaller than the weak scale scalar masses generated from the renormalization
group by a loop factor. We discuss theoretical issues regarding the threshold
corrections to the scalar masses in more detail in the following section.
We see from Eq. (3) that gaugino masses appear to unify at the GUT
scale. On the other hand, if one runs the “observed” scalar masses to higher
scales one would discover that they all vanish at an intermediate scale v.
3 Scalar masses from threshold corrections
In this section we give a more careful treatment of the calculation of the
MSSM scalar masses in order to show that they are really suppressed at the
4
scale v. We begin by integrating out the messenger fields T +T and write an
effective Lagrangian valid below the scaleM . At one-loop we get the gaugino
mass
αhid
4pi
∫
d2θ log(X) WαW
α −→
αhid
4pi
F
M
λλ . (4)
This is the only d2θ term which can be generated by the non-renormalization
theorem. However, the diagram also generates higher-dimensional Ka¨hler
terms such as
αhid
4pi
∫
d4θ
X†X
M4
WαD
2W α −→
αhid
4pi
F †F
M4
λ 6∂λ , (5)
a SUSY violating renormalization of the gaugino kinetic terms. This is the
leading operator, others are suppressed by more powers of M and decouple
rapidly at lower energies.
The link scalars first couple to supersymmetry breaking at two loops and
obtain the usual gauge-mediated scalar mass ∼ (α/4pi)2F 2/M2. The leading
diagram contributing to MSSM scalar masses at this scale is the four-loop
diagram shown in Figure 2(a). For loop momenta which are large compared
to v this diagram yields ∼ (αvis/4pi)
2(αhid/4pi)
2F 2/M2. Note that in the
limit of either one of the two gauge couplings becoming large (∼ 4pi), this
scalar mass contribution is important and the model does not reproduce the
gaugino mediation spectrum.
Thus, above the scale v MSSM scalar masses are suppressed by two loop
factors relative to the square of the gaugino masses. One might worry that
after breaking of the gauge groups to the diagonal much larger contributions
to the scalar masses may arise from the diagram in Figure 2(b). Because of
the large number of propagators the diagram is UV-finite, it is dominated
by loop momenta of order v where we can estimate its contribution to be
∼ v2/M2 (αhidαvis/16pi
2) F 2/M2. Thus this contribution is suppressed by
the separation of scales between the messenger mass and the link vevs. In the
opposite limit, v >∼ M , the suppression disappears and the diagram reduces
gives the usual two-loop scalar masses of canonical GMSB. This should be
no surprise because for v ≫ M the breaking to the diagonal group occurs
first; below the scale v the model is just canonical gauge mediation.
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Figure 2: Loop contributions to the MSSM soft scalar masses, (a) above the
scale v, and (b) below that scale. The black dot represents an insertion of the
SUSY violating gaugino wave function operator, Eq. (5).
Finally, there is one more contribution to MSSM scalar masses from loop
momenta near v. It come from the same diagram in Figure 2(b). but with
two gaugino mass insertions. This gives ∼ (αvis/4pi)(αhid/4pi)
2 F 2/M2 which
smoothly matches onto the contribution in the MSSM below v.
In summary, we find that as long as the scalesM and v are well separated
our model reproduces the gaugino mediation spectrum. The MSSM scalar
masses at the high scale are suppressed relative to gaugino masses by the
smaller of a loop factor or the ratio (v/M)2.
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4 Gauge coupling unification
We now turn to the issue of gauge coupling unification. So far, we have only
dealt with energies below the unification scale. Therefore, we assumed that
Gvis = SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1). If coupling unification is not a numerical
accident, then at the unification scale Gvis must be unified. For simplicity,
we will take Gvis = SU(5) at that scale. The product group structure turns
out not to affect the unification scale.
Below the scale v, the gauge couplings evolve according to ordinary MSSM
equations. At v, Gvis and Ghid are no longer broken to their diagonal sub-
group and the couplings evolve independently. Thus, the Standard Model
gauge couplings need to be matched onto the new theory. At tree level we
have
1
g2i
=
1
g2i,vis
+
1
g2hid
, (6)
where gi indicate MSSM couplings just below v, and gi,vis corresponding
Gvis couplings just above v. All 1/g
2
i are shifted by the same amount, 1/g
2
hid.
Therefore, the differences between the gauge couplings remain unchanged
across the threshold (this fact is also exploited in [9]).
Above v, the link fields L, L also contribute to the running in addition
to the gauge bosons. The link fields form complete multiplets of SU(5)vis,
so they do not alter the relative running of the gauge couplings. Since the
differences of couplings are not changed across the threshold v and continue
to evolve at the MSSM rate, the unification scale for Gvis is unchanged and
equals to 2 · 1016 GeV.
5 Conclusions
In this letter we present a simple, calculable, renormalizable four-dimensional
theory of SUSY breaking and mediation which reproduces the superpartner
spectrum of gaugino mediation. There are no branes, troublesome moduli or
dynamical assumptions. The superpartner masses are generated from field
theory dynamics. They are flavor preserving and insensitive to uncertainties
7
stemming from our incomplete understanding of quantum gravity as long
as the messenger scale M <∼ 10
−4MP lanck. As in higher dimensional gaug-
ino mediation the requirements on the SUSY breaking sector are much less
stringent than in canonical GMSB, we only require that the gauginos of the
hidden sector unsuppressed masses.
The superpartner spectrum is determined by the fact that the MSSM
scalar masses vanish at the scale v ≪ M . Weak scale scalar masses are
predicted from the RG evolution [2, 10], and become similar to no-scale
[12, 11] masses when v approachesMGUT . Roughly, one finds that the masses
of colored fields are largest while fields with only hypercharge couplings are
smallest. Therefore the right-handed sleptons and the Bino are light, with
the stau being the lightest MSSM superpartner. This spectrum is preferred
by fits to the recent measurement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment
[13]. In contrast with minimal gaugino mediation we find that the gravitino
is the LSP as in GMSB.
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